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Abstract 
The purpose of this work is to determine the appropriate allocation of a single 
tuned passive filter “STPF” in a real distribution network at Tala city to pre-
vent harmonic distortion caused by nonlinear loads. This design will cover 
the ideal filter parameter as well as the best filter position. The filter design is 
based on single and multi-objective functions that optimize the cost of the 
proposed filters, real power losses, total harmonic distortion “THD,” and in-
dividual harmonic distortion “IHD”. Upper and lower limitations for filter 
parameters, quality factor, voltage and harmonic distortion limits are deter-
mined using inequality constraints. This will be done under the equality con-
straint of power balance. The challenge of optimization is solved using two 
modern algorithms, jellyfish optimization technique “JFOT” and arithmetic 
optimization algorithm “AOA”, in which the placements of the filters and 
their parameters are selected. IEEE 33-bus radial system and an actual system 
as a part of the Egyptian network at Tala city are used for demonstrating the 
results obtained by the proposed techniques. The results reveal that the sys-
tem’s harmonic distortion of current and voltage is reduced less than the li-
mitations of the IEEE 519 standards.  
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1. Introduction 

Power quality has now become a recurring issue as a result of the increased inte-
gration of renewable energy into the power system. With the injected harmonics 
from sources of renewable energy and unusual operating circumstances, some of 
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the results produced power is wasted as a result of harmonic injections of vari-
ous constituents at each level of a system [1]. Systems for distribution harmonics 
are produced as a result of the existence of harmonic generating organisms. 
Equipment that causes overheating and malfunction of the gadgets; they are un-
favorable because they result in power losses and have an impact on the voltage 
profile [2]. The electric current drop occurs in distribution feeders as a result of 
fluctuations in load demand, and it happens often falls within the operationally 
viable limitations inequitable [3]. As a result, voltage and current waveforms in a 
distribution or transmission system are rarely pure sinusoidal; rather, they con-
tain a mixture of fundamentals, harmonics, and other frequencies generated by 
transients [4]. Loads having a nonlinear current-voltage characteristic introduce 
a wide variety of harmonics into the network, causing power quality to deteri-
orate [5]. When existing harmonics surpass of the IEEE 519 standard, they can 
produce a variety of difficulties, including power losses, resonance effects, com-
munications conflicts, electric machine malfunction, and a decrease in equip-
ment lifespan [6]. As a result, harmonic mitigation is critical for improving 
power quality [7]. If harmonics and the impacts of abnormal operating parame-
ters could be eliminated, it would be less expensive and save time [8]. The dis-
tribution system must be improved in order to function correctly [9]. Low pass 
filters can solve that problem using a suitable optimization technique [10]. This 
equipment is joined in shunt with the network and consists of inductances (L), 
capacitors (C), and resistors (R) connected in series with each other to operate as 
a low impedance element, forcing the current at the tuned frequency to be ab-
sorbed by the filters and discharged to the ground [11]. 

The placement and design of these filters are crucial not just for improving 
power quality but also for reducing noise, while total generating costs are mini-
mized. Some Algorithmic solutions have been shown to be successful in solving 
such optimization issues.  

In [12], a new method for studying passive filter planning using simultaneous 
perturbation stochastic approximation was presented. In [13], the results of har-
monic analysis and harmonic filter design for a grid-connected aluminum smelt-
ing plant. A method based on a genetic algorithm was shown in [14] to obtain the 
optimal size and location for single-tuned passive harmonic filters. In [15], nu-
merical applications for the optimal allocation of passive filters in distribution 
electrical networks with static converters were presented. An immune-based adap-
tive dynamic clone selection algorithm was used in [16] to optimize the locations 
and sizes of filters in a distribution system with multiple buses and multiple 
feeders. In [17], an optimal capacitor placement using a hybrid honey bee colony 
optimization algorithm aiming to minimize power system losses and unbalances 
and maximize the ensuing net saving was presented while maintaining voltage 
and total harmonic distortion of buses in an acceptable range according to IEEE 
standards. In [18], a genetic algorithm for simultaneous power quality im-
provement, optimal placement and sizing of fixed capacitor banks in radial dis-
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tribution networks was presented with nonlinear loads and distributed genera-
tion imposing voltage-current harmonics. In [19], a procedure based on fuzzy 
logic and the immune algorithm for the placement and sizing of shunt capacitor 
banks in a distorted power network was presented. In [20], particle swarm opti-
mization integrated with a harmonic power flow algorithm for optimal capacitor 
placement and sizing in unbalanced distribution systems was presented. In [21], 
a fuzzy-based algorithm for the placement and sizing of shunt capacitor banks in 
a harmonics-polluted distribution system was presented. 

All the previews mentioned papers help in studding the passive filter and all 
algorithms used in them help in determining the optimal algorithm that can be 
used to calculate the optimal passive filter parameters and its optimal location. 

The focus of this paper is on lowering overall power loss and reducing the 
impact of total harmonic distortion generated by harmonics in utilizing JFOT 
and AOA to optimize the placement and size of the low pass harmonic filter in a 
real network at Tala city. The designed filter will achieve the objective functions 
within limits of some equality and inequality constraints which are filter parame-
ters, quality factor, bus voltage magnitude, harmonic distortion for voltage and 
current, power balance and power factor limits. Five single objective functions 
are used to suppress harmonics in this case that are minimizing filter cost, voltage 
harmonic distortion “VHD”, power losses, current harmonic distortion “CHD” and 
correcting power factor. Two optimization techniques are used for finding the 
best location of the STPFs and their optimal parameters, giving a global benefit 
to the system while also increasing its power quality. The suggested approaches 
are simulated utilizing IEEE 33-bus radial distribution test feeders. Then these 
two techniques are used to find the optimal location and the optimal parameters 
of a real system in Tala city. 

This work is subdivided into six sections, one of which being this introducto-
ry. In the second, the designing and modelling of the proposed optimal shunt 
STPF are discussed. Description of problem formulation is presented in the third. 
In the fourth, the cases studied and results are subjected, while the last one 
presents the conclusion. 

This template, created in MS Word 2007, provides authors with most of the 
formatting specifications needed for preparing electronic versions of their pa-
pers. All standard paper components have been specified for three reasons: 1) 
ease of use when formatting individual papers, 2) automatic compliance to elec-
tronic requirements that facilitate the concurrent or later production of elec-
tronic products, and 3) conformity of style throughout a journal paper. Margins, 
column widths, line spacing, and type styles are built-in; examples of the type 
styles are provided throughout this document and are identified in italic type, 
within parentheses, following the example. Some components, such as mul-
ti-leveled equations, graphics, and tables are not prescribed, although the various 
table text styles are provided. The formatter will need to create these compo-
nents, incorporating the applicable criteria that follow. 
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2. Designing and Modeling of Proposed Optimal Shunt Single  
Tuned Passive Filter 

In power systems, passive filters are employed to decrease harmonic currents 
and minimize voltage distortion in sensitive network parts [22]. Harmonic filters 
are the most typical approach for preventing undesirable harmonic currents 
from flowing back into the power system by diverting them through a low im-
pedance shunt circuit, with only a small fraction of the current flowing back into 
the system. Figure 1 depicts the filter’s basic principle [23]. While a harmonic 
source (such as a nonlinear load, distributed generation, renewable energy 
source, or power electronic device) injects harmonic currents into the power 
grid, the filter helps to absorb the current flow at a tuned resonance frequency, 
reducing harmonic transmission and, as a result, system harmonic distortion 
[24]. 

When a filter is connected in shunt, it only transmits the tuned harmonic 
current plus a lower overall fundamental current than the main network. In an 
alternating current power system, power converters are the direct source of 
harmonic currents. The ordering of the AC harmonic frequencies will be in the 
q-pulses after assessing the 6 and 12 pulse converters. The resonance frequency 
is the frequency at which the circuit will be in a resonance state, and it is com-
monly characterized in terms of harmonic order as the parameters listed below 
in Equations (1) and (2) [25]: 

fil fill cX X=                          (1) 

1n fil n fill cω ω=                        (2) 

where 
fillX  and 

filcX  are the filter inductive and capacitive reactance respec-
tively, nω  denotes the resonant frequency of the suggested filter, fill  and filc  
are suggested filter resonant inductance and capacitance, n is the resonant fre-
quency number. 
 

 

Figure 1. Basic principle of harmonic mitigation. 
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The resonance parameters must be lower than the filter parameters. To ac-
complish the desired performance of the optimal filter, the resistance, inductors, 
and capacitor values must be designed to function at a certain harmonic fre-
quency while minimizing the associated harmonic distortion. STPF is used in a 
circuit to eliminate harmonic distortion by generating a resonant frequency that 
is lower than the harmonic frequency to be removed. The filter circuit in the 
STPF is suppressed at the desired harmonic frequency, resulting in a very low 
impedance and connecting the harmonic current to ground, preventing it from 
entering into the network [26]. Shunt filters may be constructed to meet any 
rating need. 

3. Description of Problem Formulation 
3.1. The Variables Vector 

It is expected in this study that a certain number of filters are placed in the elec-
tricity system. As a result, it must be chosen, where to allocate them, with the 
suggested technique including determining their parameters. Their allocations 
are determined by a vector ALL, which contains integer numbers, as presented 
in Equation (3): 

[ ]1 2 3, , , , NALL all all all all=                      (3) 

where, N is the total number of filters to be assigned and allN is the bus number 
where the Nth filter will be placed. As a result, the number of integer items in this 
vector is the same as the number of filters. The vector PAR will be used to in-
form the capacitance parameters of the filters as in Equation (4): 

[ ]1 2 3, , , , NPAR c c c c=                        (4) 

where, cN is the capacitance value of the Nth filters. The tuned frequencies asso-
ciated to each filter (fN) are informed by the vector fil, as in Equation (5): 

[ ]1 2 3, , , , Nfil f f f f=                        (5) 

Finally, the quality factors of the filters (qN) are informed by the vector q, as in 
Equation (6): 

[ ]1 2 3, , , , Nq q q q q=                         (6) 

Equations (7) and (8) should be used to calculate the inductance and resis-
tance of single tuned filters based on capacitance values, tuned frequency, and 
quality factor. 

( )1 2N N Nf l c= π                         (7) 

N N N Nq l c R=                          (8) 

The solution is determined by the vector Vec, containing all the variables in 
ALL, PAR, fil and q as presented in Equation (9): 

[ ], , ,Vec ALL PAR fil q=                      (9) 
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3.2. Proposed Optimization Problem Formulation 

The goal of this work is to enhance power quality by including the best STPF, 
which is based on decreasing the proposed filter cost “F1,” power losses “F2,” 
VHD “F3,” and CHD “F4”. All of the preview functions are combined into a sin-
gle function, which will then be used as a multipurpose objective function to 
choose the optimal filter values and location within certain limitations. 

3.2.1. Minimizing the Proposed Filter Cost “F1” 
The greatest challenge of filter design is to minimize the total cost of the filter 
parameter. The most expensive parameter of any fitter is the capacitor [27]. The 
total proposed filter costs objective function can be explained by [28]: 

1 2 31
fil filfilt l cF Min Cost Min B R B X B X = = + +           (10) 

3 2 2
1 1 218185.161 10 h

llB i i
=

 = × + ∑                (11) 

2 2
2 1 27274067.603 h

llB i i l
=

 = + ∑                (12) 

2 2
3 1 27274067.603 ll

hB i l i
=

 = + × ∑                (13) 

3.2.2. Minimizing Power Losses “F2” 
The real power losses at a network’s fundamental frequency are computed using 
standard fundamental power flow and are stated as follows [29]: 

2
1 12 bN

Losses i i
h
l iF Min P Min i R
= =

= = ∑ ∑              (14) 

where, Nb is the number of network branches, PLosses is the active power loss. 

3.2.3. Minimizing VHD “F3” 
When considering voltage harmonics, two significant variables, THDv and IHDv, 
must be included in the objective function. To decrease voltage harmonic distor-
tion of the system, the following equation should be used [30]: 

( ) 2

1 21
nn

h
v i h ihMin THD Min v v

=

 =  
 

∑“ ”            (15) 

1nv h i iMin IHD Min v v =  “ ”                  (16) 

where, 1iv  is the fundamental bus voltage, nh  is the harmonic order, 
nh iv  is 

the harmonic order voltage at bus i. 

3.2.4. Minimizing CHD “F4” 
As considering current harmonics, two major issues including THDv and IHDv 
must be added in the objective function. To minimize the current harmonic dis-
tortion of the system, the following equations should be used [31]: 

( ) 2

1 21
nn

h
i i h ihMin THD Min i i

=

 =  
 

∑“ ”             (17) 

1ni h i iMin IHD Min i i =  “ ”                  (18) 

where, 1ii  is the fundamental bus current, nh  is the harmonic order, 
nh ii  is 
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the harmonic order current at bus i. 

3.2.5. Power Factor Correction “F5” 
The goal of power factor correction (PFC) is to increase power factor and hence 
power quality. It lowers the burden on the electrical distribution system, im-
proves energy efficiency, and lowers power costs. It also reduces the chance of 
device instability and failure. Harmonic filters can also generate a considerable 
amount of reactive power for power factor correction. To improve power factor 
of the distribution grid the following equation can be used [32]: 

[ ]Max PF Max P S=                     (19) 

where, P is the active power “W”, S is the apparent power “VA”. 

3.2.6. Multi-Objective Function “F” 
Finally, the Multi-objective function of the problem under consideration is in-
troduced as follow: 

1
1 2 3 4 51 2 3 4 5F a F a F a F a F a F −= + + + +             (20) 

In this research, a weighted technique is used to determine the objective func-
tion value of each recommended solution to a problem. As a result, the four fac-
tors a1, a2, a3 and a4, are constrained by 

1 2 3 4 5 1a a a a a+ + + =+  and 1 2 3 4 5, , , ,0 1a a a a a≤ ≤ .       (21) 

3.3. Problem Constraints 

The previews objective functions will be solved under the following constrains. 

3.3.1. Power Balance Constraints 

1 1 1
g load loss

i i i

n n n
g load lossi i iP P P

= = =
= +∑ ∑ ∑               (22) 

1 1 1
g load loss

i i i

n n n
g load lossi i iQ Q Q

= = =
= +∑ ∑ ∑              (23) 

3.3.2. Filter Parameter Limits 
min max

fill l lX X X≤ ≤                     (24) 

min max
filc c cX X X≤ ≤                     (25) 

min max
filR R R≤ ≤                      (26) 

where, min
lX , max

lX , min
cX , max

cX , minR , and maxR  are the limits of inductive 
reactance, capacitive reactance, and impedance respectively. 

3.3.3. Quality Factor Constrains 
min max
factor factor factorQ Q Q≤ ≤                    (27) 

where, min
factorQ  and max

factorQ  are the limits of power quality factor. 

3.3.4. Voltage Limitations in All Network Buses 

min maxiV V V≤ ≤                       (28) 
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where, minV  and maxV  are the voltage limits from 0.95 Pu to 1.05 Pu, respec-
tively. 

3.3.5. Harmonic Distortion Limits 
By IEEE Std. 519, vTHD , and vIHD  should not be exceeded 5% and 3%, iTHD  
and iIHD  should not exceed 4% and 5%, respectively. 

maxv vTHD THD≤                      (29) 

maxv vIHD IHD≤                       (30) 

maxi iTHD THD≤                       (31) 

maxi iIHD IHD≤                       (32) 

where, 
maxvTHD , 

maxvIHD , 
maxiTHD  and 

maxiIHD  are the maximum limits of 

vTHD , vIHD , iTHD  and iIHD , respectively. 
The presented objective functions will be evaluated by two new optimization 

techniques AOA and JFOT under the IEEE Std.519 restrictions and recom-
mended standards. 

3.4. Optimization Techniques 

Because of the major importance of incorporating a STPF into distribution sys-
tems, different approaches are used for managing optimization issues while tak-
ing into consideration the various objective functions and all distribution power 
network constraints are created. A single tuned filter is used in this study to re-
duce the presence of harmonics in a radial distribution system with a high num-
ber of nonlinear loads. By installing and establishing the optimal placement as 
well as the excellent dimensional of single tuned filter units, a significant electric 
components are used in decreasing total power loss, improving the voltage pro-
file, and keeping voltage and current harmonic distortion within an acceptable 
range. Algorithms for optimization various approaches, such as JFOT and AOA, 
attempt to find the optimum solution to a given optimization problem by lo-
wering or increasing a defined objective fitness function which will be explained 
in this section. 

3.4.1. Jellyfish Optimization Technique  
The JFOT is one of the most modern optimization strategies, and is used to solve 
both single-objective and multi-objective optimization problems. This strategy, 
along with each Jellyfish’s natural movements within the swarm and the subse-
quent ocean circulation to form Jellyfish blooms, has allowed these species to act 
almost everywhere in the ocean. Jellyfish visits some places where the amount of 
food changes; hence, the ideal site is discovered when food quantities are com-
pared [33]. Figure 2 depicts the Jellyfish algorithm’s stages. 

The first population of jellyfish swarm is formed according to Equation (33), 
then Jellyfish move around their location and this update will be formed ac-
cording to Equation (34) [34]: 
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Figure 2. Jellyfish activity in the water. 
 

( ) ( )min max min , 1, , pop
kM t M rand M M k N= + − =          (33) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )max min1 0.1k kM t M t rand M Mγ+ = + ⋅ ⋅ −          (34) 

where, maxM  and minM  are the bounds of all decision variables in each consi-
dered solution; 0γ >  is a motion coefficient that is proportional to the length 
of motion around the Jellyfish’s sites [35]. So, this whole calculation process 
while using the Jellyfish optimization technique to estimate the placement and 
size of all installed STPF units in the distribution power network is illustrated and 
described in detail in Figure 2. The flowchart describes the calculation process steps 
as shown in Figure 3. 

3.4.2. Arithmetic Optimization Algorithm 
The proposed AOA’s exploration (diversification) and exploitation (intensifica-
tion) mechanisms are represented in the following sub-section, which are 
achieved by the Arithmetic operators in math i.e.: 
 Multiplication (Mul “×”); 
 Division (Div “÷”); 
 Subtraction (Sub “−”); 
 Addition (Add “+”). 

This algorithm is a population-based meta-heuristic that solves optimization 
problems without the need to calculate their derivatives. 

Arithmetic, along with geometry, algebra, and analysis, are a fundamental 
component of number theory and one of the most significant components of 
modern mathematics. The classic calculation methods used to examine numbers 
are arithmetic operators (i.e., multiplication, division, subtraction, and addi-
tion). These basic operators are employed as a mathematical optimization to se-
lect the best element from a pool of potential alternatives based on particular 
criteria (solutions).  

Optimization issues may be found in a wide range of quantitative fields, in-
cluding engineering, economics, and computer science, as well as operations re-
search and industry. The development of better solution approaches has piqued 
the attention of mathematicians for centuries. The usage of Arithmetic operators  
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Figure 3. Flowchart of Jellyfish technique for determining the parameters and location of 
STF. 
 
in solving Arithmetic issues is the major source of inspiration for the proposed 
AOA. The behavior of Arithmetic operators and their impact on the proposed 
algorithm will be described in the following subsections. The hierarchy of 
Arithmetic operators and their dominance from the outside to the inside is de-
picted in Figure 4. The mathematical model is then used to suggest AOA. The 
optimization process in AOA starts with a collection of randomly generated 
candidate solutions (X), and the best candidate solution in each iteration is cho-
sen the best-obtained solution or approaching the optimum so far. The AOA  
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Figure 4. AOA operation and its dominance from the outside to the inside. 
 
should choose the search phase before it begins functioning (i.e., exploration or 
exploitation). As a result, the Math Optimizer Accelerated (MOA) function is a 
coefficient generated using Equation (36) and employed in the subsequent 
search phases.  

( ) ( )( )min max min maxMOA t M t M M t = + ⋅ −              (35) 

According to Arithmetic operators, mathematical operations are utilizing ei-
ther the Division (Div.) or Multiplication (Mul.) operators resulted in highly 
scattered values or choices that commit to the exploratory search process. How-
ever, unlike other operators (Sub and Add), these operators (Div. and Mul.) 
cannot easily approach the objective due to their great dispersion. To use this 
algorithm as a method for determining the optimal allocation of the single tuned 
passive filter for any network. The flowchart describes the calculation process 
steps as shown in Figure 5. 

4. Studied Cases and Results 
4.1. System Description 
4.1.1. Stander System “IEEE 33-Bus System” 
The target functions are applied to the IEEE 33-bus distribution power network 
to meet the IEEE Std. 519 standards of keeping all buses’ voltages within accept-
able bounds. The system’s data is obtained from [36]. In this part, five harmonic 
sources “HS” concurrently are injected to six loads situated at buses 2, 11, 17, 22, 
25, and 29, as illustrated in Figure 6. Table 1 presents an analysis of the magni-
tude and angle of the five harmonic source flows, such as order, magnitude, and 
angle that are taken from [37]. 

As explained previously in [38], a filter was designed for the same distribution 
electrical network using JFOT. Currently, a filter will be designed using AOA for 
the five objective functions under the different constrains. Of course, injecting 
the five harmonic on the distribution system had a negative effect in the charac-
ter of both voltage and current waves at all buses. Many optimal filters are now 
constructed and given in the following part to improve the power quality at all 
networks. Each of these filters may be connected individually at the best place to 
improve power quality and restrict voltage and current. The jellyfish optimiza-
tion approach and AOA are implemented in MATLAB programmer using m-file 
code and the iteration number is 50. 
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Figure 5. Flowchart of AOA algorithm for determining the parameters and location of 
STF. 
 

 

Figure 6. IEEE 33-bus distribution network injected with six harmonic sources. 
 
Table 1. Harmonic analysis of five harmonic sources injected from loads in power 
distribution system 

Harmonic order 5 7 11 13 17 

Magnitude 0.766 0.63 0.25 0.0128 0.073 

Angle 28.5 −178 −61.5 82 −255 
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4.1.2. Real System “Tala City” 
These two optimization approaches are used to find the optimal filters in a real 
system at Tala network. The distribution system of Tala city is shown in Figure 
7.  

This system is consists of two main feeders “Blabl feeder and Elsharq feeder” 
with 19 secondary buses loaded with various loads. At the bus 3, there is a 12.5 
kW solar plant with power 12.5 kW as shown in Figure 8. It is consists of 40 
module direct online to the network. The modules data are shown in Table 2. 
 

 

Figure 7. Single line diagram of Tala city distribution network. 
 
Table 2. Data of 310 w solar module. 

Product PS M72H-310 W 

Maximum power “w” 310 ± 3% 

Open circuit voltage “v” 45.6 

Short circuit current “A” 9.05 

Voltage at maximum power “v” 36.3 

Current at maximum power “A” 8.54 

Maximum system voltage “v” 1000 

Maximum reverse current “A” 15 

Operating Temperature −40: +85˚C 
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Figure 8. Solar plant connected at Tala distribution system at bus 3. 

4.2. Results 
4.2.1. Results of IEEE-33 Bus System 
Appling the two algorithms to the IEEE-33 bus system, the results are shown in 
Table 3. The table shows the results of the each single objective function using 
the two algorithms. Also, the results of multi-objective function by using the two 
algorithms are presented. These results prove that using the multi-objective 
function is the optimal answer. The JFOT program locates three filters at buss 2, 
12 and 23, but AOA program locates the three filters at buss 2, 6 and 25. 

From the results, AOA can achieve the problem constraints and give better 
results than JFOT. In both techniques “AOA and JFOT”, the problem constrains 
are achieved, but AOA is better in reducing the power losses and the filter price. 
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the current and voltage spectrum at bus 1 with HS 
before filter and after filter using the two algorithms, respectively. Figure 11 
shows the voltage at each bus before and after allocating the filters. Figure 12 
shows the power factor correction that is achieved after allocating the filters 
compared with the power factor before allocating the filters. 

Comparing these results with results in [38], it will be found that the AOA gives 
the more accurate results. In [38], the filter cost was more expensive than in case 
of using AOA technique by 7.44%. Also, the power losses decreased by 6.5% in 
this paper than [38]. The maximum voltage and current total harmonic distor-
tion decreased in this paper than [38] by 1% and 5% respectively. Moreover, the 
maximum voltage and current individual harmonic distortion decreased in this 
paper than [38] by 2.1% and 1.95% respectively. The filter locations have also 
been changed using the new algorithm and the new location are near to the har-
monic sources and this helps in preventing the harmonics to obtrusion the net-
work and affect it. 
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Table 3. Optimal filter parameters and filter cost after applying JFOT and AOA algorithms at IEEE-33 bus system. 

Results of 
IEEE-33 

bus system 

Without 
filter 

 

With filter 

MOF SOF 

F F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 

Costfilt 
“$” 

- 

JFOT 

1st 2015.4 

5249.5 

1852.4 

4873.8 

2136.3 

5969.3 

2369.5 

6009 

2256.4 

5959.8 

2678.2 

6430.1 2nd 1468.6 1485.6 1869.5 1854.2 1947.1 1956.3 

3rd 1765.8 1535.8 1963.5 1785.3 1756.3 1795.6 

AOA 

1st 2012.5 

4886.1 

1826.1 

4802.9 

2102.3 

5866.4 

2332.4 

5923.8 

2213.6 

5854.8 

2650.1 

6347.8 2nd 1452.3 1475.6 1815.6 1831.6 1914.7 1941.5 

3rd 1421.3 1501.2 1948.5 1759.8 1726.5 1756.2 

Max THDv 
% 

9.033 
JFOT 2.225 2.325 2.425 2.2 2.565 2.46 

AOA 2.202 2.31 2.401 2.07 2.46 2.4 

Max IHDv 
% 

3.9135 
JFOT 1.564 1.64 1.658 1.5 1.598 1.54 

AOA 1.532 1.602 1.614 1.24 1.57 1.49 

Max THDi 
% 

23.5 
JFOT 1.95 1.195 1.96 1.2 1.103 1.85 

AOA 1.86 1.1 1.75 1.13 1.08 1.74 

Max IHDi 
% 

7.62 
JFOT 1.417 1.218 1.58 1.04 1.01 1.39 

AOA 1.39 1.14 1.45 0.98 0.97 1.24 

Ploss 
“MW” 

0.02037 
JFOT 0.0197 0.01995 0.0104 0.01954 0.01923 0.0198 

AOA 0.0185 0.019 0.01 0.018 0.018 0.0187 

Rfil 
“Ω” 

- 

JFOT 

1st 0.0256 0.0198 0.0145 0.0369 0.0345 0.0358 

2nd 0.0165 0.0147 0.1258 0.1698 0.1674 0.1658 

3rd 0.0033 0.0025 0.0014 0.0048 0.0078 0.0057 

AOA 

1st 0.0236 0.0178 0.0125 0.0349 0.0325 0.0338 

2nd 0.01438 0.01258 0.12368 0.16768 0.16528 0.16368 

3rd 0.0031 0.0023 0.0012 0.0046 0.0076 0.0055 

lfil 
“mH” - 

JFOT 

1st 0.0125 0.0114 0.0105 0.0155 0.0189 0.0158 

2nd 0.00965 0.00905 0.009 0.0145 0.0198 0.019 

3rd 0.0106 0.0096 0.0087 0.0025 0.0046 0.0048 

AOA 

1st 0.0105 0.0094 0.0085 0.0135 0.0169 0.0138 

2nd 0.00845 0.00785 0.0078 0.0133 0.0186 0.0178 

3rd 0.0094 0.0084 0.0075 0.0013 0.0034 0.0036 

Cfil 
“μf” - JFOT 

1st 66.98 56.8 78.9 74.6 72.3 75.6 

2nd 59.23 56.3 57.4 57.3 59.4 58.4 

3rd 73.08 69.5 68.5 78.1 74.2 69.8 
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Continued 

  AOA 

1st 65.66 55.48 77.58 73.28 70.98 74.28 

2nd 57.99 55.06 56.16 56.06 58.16 57.16 

3rd 71.52 67.94 66.94 76.54 72.64 68.24 

Qc 
“MVAR” - 

JFOT 2.86 3.69 3.91 3.65 3.94 3.98 

AOA 2.79 3.6 3.87 3.59 3.89 3.92 

Location 
of filters 

- JFOT 3 filters located at Buss 2, 12, 23 

- AOA 3 filters located at Buss 2, 6, 25 

 

 

Figure 9. Current spectrum at bus 1 with HS before filter and after filter using two algo-
rithms. 
 

 

Figure 10. Voltage spectrum at bus 1 with HS before filter and after filter using two algo-
rithms. 

4.2.2. Results of Real System at Tala City 
Appling the two algorithms to the real system at Tala city, the results is shown in 
Table 4. This table shows the results of each single objective function alone us-
ing the two algorithms. Also, the results of multi-objective function by using the 
two algorithms is presented. The JFOT and AOA program locate three the filters 
at buss 2. 
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Figure 11. Voltage at each bus before and after allocating the filters using the two algo-
rithms. 
 

Table 4. Optimal filter parameters and filter cost after applying JFOT and AOA algorithms at Tala Sharq bus system. 

Results of real 
system at Tala 

Without 
filter 

 

With filter 

MOF Single objective function 

F F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 

Costfilt “$” - 
JFOT 192.72 179.88 187.21 211.081 214.752 206.5 

AOA 189.46 167.35 181.14 208.63 212.96 198.2 

Max THDv % 16.7 
JFOT 2.9 3.85 3.1 2.5 3.6 3.6 

AOA 2.851 2.754 2.47 2.01 2.97 3.12 

Max IHDv % 14.1 
JFOT 2.75 3.6 2.95 2.15 3.45 3.5 

AOA 2.58 2.43 2.86 1.97 3.01 3.1 

Max THDi % 22 
JFOT 6.4 6.9 6.54 6.82 6.06 6.85 

AOA 6.35 6.89 6.48 6.74 6.86 6.2 

Max IHDi % 18.4 
JFOT 6.38 6.52 6.41 6.74 5.98 6.2 

AOA 6.15 6.47 6.25 6.51 5.9 5.95 

Ploss “kW” 147.5 
JFOT 72.5 68.2 65.8 78.5 80.4 70.1 

AOA 71.2 70.1 66.4 73.4 76.5 69.7 

Rfil “Ω” - 
JFOT 0.0654 0.062 0.0601 0.0668 0.066 0.059 

AOA 0.0601 0.0598 0.053 0.059 0.0582 0.051 

lfil “mH” - 
JFOT 0.0395 0.0301 0.035 0.041 0.045 0.0402 

AOA 0.0359 0.0345 0.06 0.067 0.0 .0398 

Cfil “μf” - 
JFOT 6.664 5.98 6.052 6.67 6.701 6.68 

AOA 6.651 5.82 6.027 6.42 6.69 6.15 

Qc “MVAR” - 
JFOT 105 98 102 115 117 118 

AOA 102 95 99 110 113 101 

Location of filters - 
JFOT 

Fixed at bus 2 
AOA 
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From these results, AOA can achieve the problem constraints and give better 
results than JFOT. In both techniques “AOA and JFOT”, the problem constraints 
are achieved, but AOA is better in reducing the power losses and the filter price. 
The two algorithms located the optimal filter at bus 2. Figure 13 and Figure 14 
show the current and voltage spectrum at bus 2 before filter and after filter by  
 

 

Figure 12. Power factor at each bus before and after allocating the filters using the two 
algorithms. 
 

 

Figure 13. Current spectrum at bus 2 before filter and after filter using two algorithms. 
 

 

Figure 14. Voltage spectrum at bus 2 before filter and after filter using two algorithms. 
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two algorithms, respectively. Figure 15 shows the voltage waveform at bus 2 be-
fore and after allocating the filter. Figure 16 shows the voltage at each bus before 
and after allocating the filter. Figure 17 shows the power factor correction that  
 

 

Figure 15. Voltage waveform at bus 2 before and after filter. 
 

 

Figure 16. Voltage at each bus before and after allocating the filters using the two algo-
rithms. 
 

 

Figure 17. Power factor at each bus before and after allocating the filters by using the two 
algorithms. 
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is achieved after allocating the filter compared with the power factor before allo-
cating the filter. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, based on power balance, filter characteristics, quality factor, vol-
tage, and harmonic distortion standards, a STPF has been designed for a distri-
bution system to reduce cost, actual power losses, THD, and IHD. These filters 
have been designed using two new algorithms, the JFOT and the AOA. The two 
techniques have been tested using the IEEE 33-bus system and a real system at 
Tala city. The results of the optimization techniques have provided the optimal 
filter values and their placement. The results show that AOA gives the best filter 
values than JFOT. The two techniques give the filter values that achieve the lim-
its of IEEE standers. AOA gives optimal results compared with JFOT. 

The next research will be applied to a realistic network with a filter inserted, 
applying the proposed type of filters to it and showing the extent of the differ-
ence between them and which one will improve the network. 
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